Fitness doesn’t guarantee a healthy heart as Sourav Ganguly’s recent Healthcheck proves

Sujata Mukherjee explains the reasons behind it

Different types of heart disease can be passed down through families, some caused by genetic changes.

Tech that still needs fixing

Tom Rutter

There have been so many claims of breakthroughs in medical technology recently that it’s hard to keep track of them all. But there are still some areas where technology is lagging behind. For example, there are many new gadgets designed to help people live healthier lives, but some of these gadgets are not as effective as they claim to be.

One such gadget is a device that claims to improve blood circulation. While the gadget may help some people, it’s not clear how effective it is for most people.

There are also some concerns about the privacy of data collected by these gadgets. Some people are worried that their personal information could be accessed by hackers or used for other purposes.

Another issue is the cost of these gadgets. While some people are willing to pay a lot of money for these devices, others may not be able to afford them.

Despite these challenges, there is still a lot of potential for medical technology to improve our lives. As long as we continue to invest in research and development, we can expect to see more breakthroughs in the future.